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Abbreviations
→ ‘becomes’ (in phonological rules and derivations)
: contrasts with
~ in free variation with
/ / phonemic form
[ ] phonetic form
- affix
. syllable boundary
+ ‘plus’ or morpheme boundary
1s first person singular
2s second person singular
c1 noun class one
c2 noun class two
c3, … noun class three, etc.
C consonant
G glide
H high tone
L low tone
M mid tone
N nasal
ɴ underlying, underspecified nasal
n noun
Poss possessive 
sg singular
v verb
V vowel
vd voiced
vl voiceless
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 1 Introduction

Mungong is an Eastern Beboid (Wide-Bantu) language spoken by about 1,500 
people in the Bum Subdivision, Menchum Division, North West Region, Republic of 
Cameroon. The Atlas Linguistique du Cameroun (ALCAM) (Dieu and Renaud 1983) 
does not mention Mungong. The Atlas Administratif des langages nationales du 
Cameroun (Breton and Fohtung 1987) gives it the language code [885]. 
The Ethnologue (Lewis 2009) lists Mungong as a dialect of Ncane, ISO 639-3 
language code:  ncr. The Mungong language area is comprised of the one village of 
Mungong with its own chief.

 1.1 Previous Research

Little linguistic research has been done on the Mungong language. Jean-Marie 
Hombert (1980) studied the noun classes of the Beboid languages, of which 
Mungong was included. Outside of this research, the author is not aware of any 
other linguistic work that has been performed in Mungong.

The present research was accomplished with the assistance of several language 
informants, notably Mr. KEMCHA Gabriel and Mr. NGANTI Joseph. The data 
utilized in this document consist primarily of 1411 words based on the SIL 
comparative African wordlist (Roberts and Snider 2006), collected by the author in 
2007.
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 2 Consonants

 2.1 Overview

The Mungong consonant system is moderately large, presenting 21 phonemic 
consonants. The system is fairly symmetrical, with a full set of alveolar consonants 
and the set of palatal consonants being nearly so, and with the labial and velar sets 
reduced. Notably, as in several other Eastern Beboid languages, the voiceless 
bilabial plosive /p/ is lacking. The system is rounded out by a set of labialvelar 
consonants.

 2.2 Unmodified Consonant Inventory

The unmodified consonant phonemes of Mungong are displayed in Table 1 
below. All of these consonants may occur word initial.

Table 1. Unmodified Consonant Phonemes
Labial Alveolar Palatal Velar Labialvelar

Plosives vl t k kp
vd b d ɡ ɡb

Affricates vl ts tʃ
vd dz dʒ

Fricatives vl f s ʃ
Nasals m n ɲ ŋ
Approximants l j w
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 2.3 Consonant Contrasts

Contrasts for the unmodified consonants are given below.

1)    /b/:/m/ [bi i᷆] ‘chase (v)’
[mi i᷆] ‘swallow’

/b/:/ɡb/ [bəi᷆] ‘avoid’
[ɡbəi᷆] ‘fall’

/b/:/w/ [bui᷆] ‘stab’
[wui᷆] ‘skin (animal) (v)’

/t/:/d/ [tai᷆ŋ] ‘remember’
[dai᷆ŋ] ‘jump (v)’

/t/:/ts/ [tui᷆] ‘hit’
[tsui᷆] ‘soak’

/d/:/dz/ [dɨ i᷆] ‘cook (v)’
[dzɨ i᷆] ‘conquer’

/d/:/n/ [daa᷅] ‘sword’
[nai᷆] ‘cow’

/d/:/l/ [dɛɛ᷇] ‘testicle’
[lɛ ɛ] ‘house’

/k/:/ɡ/ [kəi᷆] ‘begin’
[ɡəi᷆] ‘buy’

/k/:/kp/ [kəi᷆] ‘begin’
[kpəɛ᷇] ‘die’

/ɡ/:/ɡb/ [ɡəi᷆] ‘buy’
[ɡbəi᷆] ‘fall’
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/ɡ/:/ŋ/ [ʃɪ ɛɡəɛ] ‘hiccough (n)’
[sɪ ɛŋəə] ‘chew’

/ɡb/:/w/ [ɡbəi᷆] ‘guinea fowl’
[wəi᷆] ‘you (sg)’

/ts/:/tʃ/ [tsui᷆] ‘soak’
[tʃui᷆] ‘cure (v)’

/ts/:/s/ [tsaɛŋaə] ‘spoil (food)’
[saɛŋai᷆] ‘scatter’

/dz/:/dʒ/ [dzui᷆] ‘penis’
[dʒui᷆] ‘water’

/tʃ/:/ʃ/ [tʃi i᷆] ‘mole’
[ʃi i᷆] ‘chicken’

/dʒ/:/j/ [dʒəi᷆] ‘thresh’
[jəɛ] ‘see’

 
/f/:/s/ [faɛŋ] ‘deny’

[saɛŋ] ‘draw (picture)’

/s/:/ʃ/ [sai᷆ŋ] ‘friend’
[ʃai᷆ŋ] ‘cooking pot’

/m/:/n/ [ti ɛməə] ‘tighten’
[ti ɛnəə] ‘spread out (maize)’

/n/:/ɲ/ [nai᷆] ‘throw’
[ɲai᷆] ‘give’

/ɲ/:/ŋ/ [kɨ ə-ɲaɛ᷇] ‘gift’
[dɨ ɨ́ŋaɛ] ‘okra’
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 2.4 Modified Consonants

Only ambiguous vowel sequences V1V2 where V1 is high are attested in 
Mungong and occur only after certain consonants. It is proper then to interpret V1 as 
an approximant, either /w/ or /j/, and to view the resulting consonant 
combinations (C1C2) as labialised or palatalised consonant varieties, respectively.

 2.4.1 Labialised Consonants

Consonant clusters C1C2, where C2 is the labialvelar approximant /w/ are 
attested when C1 is a plosive, affricate, fricative or nasal. The result is realised 
phonetically as a labialised consonant [Cw]. All vowels may be preceded by a 
labialised consonant, although the back vowels are less common. The labialisation 
process occurs across morphological boundaries as well as within basic words.

2) /kwi/ → [kwi i᷆] ‘incubate’
/ɡwɔŋ/ → [ɡwɔi᷆ŋ] ‘roast’
/dʒwəə̃/ → [dʒwəə̃ɨ́] ‘stars’
/fwɨ/ → [fwɨ ə] ‘whitewash’
/mu-ɲwa/ → [muɛ-ɲwai᷆] ‘gods’

Thus we may postulate the following informal labialisation rule.

/Cw/ → [Cw]

This rule says that all consonants followed by a labialvelar approximant become 
labialised. Note that /Cw/ has three allophones. The other two are presented in 
sections 2.5.4 and 7.3 below.

 2.4.2 Palatalised Consonants

Consonant clusters C1C2, where C2 is the palatal approximant /j/ are realised 
as palatalised consonants [Cj] and are attested when C1 is a plosive, affricate, 
fricative or nasal. They are less common than labialised consonants and their 
distribution is somewhat more constrained with no occurrences preceding [i], [ɪ] or 
[ɨ] observed.

3) /kɨ-kjɛ/ → [kɨ ɛ-kjɛ ɨ́] ‘foot’
/fɨ-ɴtʃja/ → [fɨ ɛ-ɲtʃjaɨ́] ‘ring (finger)’
/fju/ → [fjui᷆] ‘debt’
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/mja/ → [mjai᷆] ‘blink’

We may describe the palatalisation process by the following informal rule.

/Cj/ → [Cj] / all environments

This rule says that all consonants followed by the palatal approximant become 
palatalised.

 2.5 Consonant Allophonic Variation

 2.5.1 Free Variation

The [j] and [ʒ] are in free variation in all environments. The speakers 
themselves tend to perceive the phoneme as /j/.

4) /jɛ/ → [jɛ ɛ]~[ʒɛɛ] ‘body’
/kijɛ/ → [ki əjɛ ɛ]~[ki əʒɛ ɛ] ‘cough (v)’
/ji ə̃/ → [ji ə̃ɨ́]~[ʒi ə̃ɨ́] ‘venom (snake)’
/julə/ → [juɛləɛ]~[ʒuɛləɛ] ‘silk (of maize)’

This alternation may be described by the following phonetic rule.

/j/ → [j]~[ʒ] / all environments

This rule states that the palatal approximant /j/ may be realised as the palatal 
approximant [j] or the voiced palatal fricative [ʒ] in all environments.
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 2.5.2 Nasal Assimilation

When NC combinations occur in roots, there is a general tendency for the 
nasal to assimilate the place of articulation of the following consonant. In some 
cases, this process also occurs across morpheme boundaries.

Table 2. Nasal-Consonant Clusters
[m] [ɱ] [n] [ɲ] [ŋ] [ŋm͡]

[mmɛ boəŋ] 
‘brain’
[kɛ ɛmbɛɛ]
‘loincloth’

[ɱmə fuɛ] 
‘army ant’
[kɨ ɛ-ɱfəɨ́nəɨ́]
‘maize’

[nmɛtoəŋ]  
‘cane rat’
[məɛntəə̃ɛ᷇]
‘saliva’

[ɲmɛtʃi ɨ́] 
‘law’
[bɪ ɛɲtʃɛ ə]
‘trample’

[ŋməkaɛ] 
‘jigger’
[tuɛŋkəə]
‘perch (v)’

[ŋmə ͡mɡbəɛ᷇] 
‘flood (n)’

[nmədɔəŋ] 
‘flute’
[daɨ́ndaɛ]
‘mat’

[ɲmədʒuə] 
‘cloth’
[fɨ ɛ-ɲdʒɨ ɛkəə]
‘smoke’

[ŋməɡaɛ᷇] 
‘hem (n)’
[tʃaɛŋgoə]
‘spider’

[nməsaɛ᷇ŋ] 
‘thatch (n)’
[tʃɪ ɛnsɨ ə]
‘guide (v)’

[ɲməʃəə̃ɛ] 
‘ground’
[fɨ ɛ-mbɪ ɨ́ɲʃi ə]
‘leech’

[nmɛtsoi᷆] 
‘tendril’
[tsəɛntsəɛ]
‘truth’

[nmɛdzɨ ə] 
‘guinea corn’
[ɡuɛndzəə]
‘persuade’

[nmɛlɔɛ] 
‘poison (n)’
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As stated above, nasal assimilation may occur across morpheme boundaries. 
There are many exceptions however. One particular exception occurs with what 
appears to be the causative suffix -sɛ, which presumably has multiple forms.

5) [ləɛŋ-sɛ ə] ‘straighten’
[doɛŋ-ʃɛ ə] ‘show (v)’
[baɛŋ-ʃjɛ ə] ‘load (v)’

Other apparent exceptions are observed mostly among verbs or forms likely derived 
from verbs.

6) [ɡaɛmtɨ ə] ‘protect’
[sɪ ɛmtəə] ‘admire’
[ŋaɛŋlɛ ə] ‘crawl’
[kɨ ɛ-ŋɡoɛŋlɛ ə] ‘millepede’

In each of the exceptions above, the NC cluster occurs at the boundary of the 
penultimate and ultimate syllables and is followed by a low front [ɛ], high central 
[ɨ] or mid central [ə] vowel. This limitation in the distribution of the excepted 
forms suggests the involvement of morphological processes similar to the causative 
suffix seen above and may represent frozen forms.

In conclusion, it appears that nasal assimilation may be considered to be a 
fairly widespread process in Mungong, occurring with all consonants, and with 
underlying nasals generally underspecified for place. Clusters of [Nl] show a 
tendency for [nl] in root initial position and [ŋl] in root medial position. However, 
tokens of [Nl], where the cluster is not across an assumed morpheme boundary, are 
rare. So while the data show the homorganic sequence [nl], the conclusion that the 
alveolar liquid is preceded by the alveolar nasal should be viewed somewhat 
tentatively, particularly in view of the apparent presence of [ŋl] clusters in the 
neighbouring language of Nchane.

It appears that nasal assimilation is complete in root initial position, but is 
only partial in root medial position. This irregularity appears to be limited to NC 
clusters at historical morpheme boundaries and may reflect a growing influence of 
coda constraints described in section 5.2 below, which express a preference for the 
velar nasal [ŋ]. Therefore, we can posit underlying /ɴ/ in all root initial NC clusters 
and in many root medial NC clusters. However, the nasal of many other root medial 
NC clusters will necessarily be analysed as underlying /ŋ/, which will not undergo 
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nasal assimilation. Nasal assimilation apparently does not apply at all at word 
boundaries.

The nasal assimilation process may be described by the following phonetic 
rule.

/ɴ/  → [m] / ___ b
 [ɱ] / ___ f

[n] / ___ {t, d, ts, dz, s, l}
[ɲ] / ___ {tʃ, dʒ, ʃ}
[ŋ] / ___ {k, ɡ}
[ŋm͡] / ___ {ɡb1}

This rule says that an underspecified nasal /ɴ/ will assimilate the place of 
articulation of the following consonant.

 2.5.3 Syllabic Nasals
Word initial nasals in Mungong, when preceding a second consonant, generally 

carry tone and may be viewed as syllabic consonants. 

7) [məm bəɛ᷇] ‘divorce (v)’
[ɱmɛ fwai᷆] ‘slave’
[nmɛtoɨ́loə] ‘pepper’
[nmədzɨ i᷆] ‘because’
[ɲmɛtʃuɛkəə] ‘thousand’
[ɲmədʒaɛŋ] ‘balafon’
[ŋmɛkaɨ́ŋ] ‘beer’
[ŋməɡoə] ‘termite’
[ŋmɛm͡ɡbəə] ‘shave’

Although rare, syllabic nasals may also be seen preceding a second nasal. The data 
contain only two tokens, both of which show the syllabic palatal nasal [ɲm].

8) [ɲmɛɲəə̃i᷆] ‘dry season’
[ɲmɛɲwai᷆] ‘God’

1 Currently, there are no tokens of /Nkp/ in the data. 
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 2.5.4 Labio-dental Fricative Offglides

Mungong exhibits a small class of consonant modifications referred to as 
labio-dental fricative offglides (see Hyman 1981). These modifications occur only 
with the bilabial and velar plosives: [b], [k], and [ɡ]2. When these consonants are 
labialised before [u]3, the labialisation is realised as a labio-dental fricative 
intervening between the consonant and the vowel. The offglide shares the same 
voicing as the preceding consonant. Therefore, when a labialised voiced consonant 
is followed by a [u], then a [v] intervenes. In the same way, a labialised voiceless 
consonant is followed by an [f]. In all other environments, labialisation of 
consonants is realised by [w]. 

9) [bv]
[bvuɨ́lɪ ə] ‘lion’
[kɨ ɛ-bvui᷆] ‘wing’

[kf]
[kfuə] ‘rope’
[maɛŋ-kfuɛnəə] ‘pus’

[ɡv]
[ɡvuə] ‘chest’
[kɨ ɛ-ŋɡvuə] ‘duck’

The labio-dental fricative offglide process may be summarized by the following 
informal rules.

/bw/ → [bv]/___ u
/kw/ → [kf]/ ___ u
/ɡw/ → [ɡv]/ ___ u

These rules state that the labialisation of /b, k, ɡ/ is realised as a labio-dental 
fricative when preceding the high back vowel /u/.

2 While this modification is not observed with other consonants in the inventory, the data 
does not include examples of /Cwu/ sequences with any of the other consonants, except for the 
velar nasal [ŋ]. This suggests that this modification would be expected to apply to other consonants 
as well. Noni for example observes the same modification in no fewer than 12 consonants (Radich 
1999; Andrus and Lux 2006).

3 The other Eastern Beboid languages showing the labio-dental fricative offglide feature have 
an accompanying vowel alternation where /u/ changes to some other vowel:  Nchane [ʊ], Noni [ɯ] 
and Chung [ʉ]. This is in contrast to Mungong where /u/ is realised as [u].
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 3 Vowels

 3.1 Vowel Inventory and Phonetic Description

Mungong presents a nine vowel system making it similar to most neighbouring 
Grassfields languages. It is also similar to most other Eastern Beboid languages. 
However, it is distinct from Saari, Nchane and Noni, each of which have seven 
vowel systems. This distinction is particularly interesting in that, within the Eastern 
Beboid group, previous research had shown Mungong to be most closely related to 
Nchane and Noni.

The vowel system consists of a series of high vowels, mid vowels and low 
vowels. The mid front vowel is realised by the near-high front vowel [ɪ]. The low 
vowel series includes the open-mid vowels [ɛ] and [ɔ].

The basic vowel phonemes of Mungong are displayed in the table below.

Table 3. Vowel Phonemes

Front Central Back

High i ɨ u

Mid ɪ ə o

Low ɛ a ɔ
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 3.2 Vowel Contrasts

Contrasts for the vowel phonemes are provided below.

10) [ti i᷆] ‘swim’
[tɪ i᷆] ‘set (a trap)’
[tɛ i᷆] ‘sew’
[tɨ ɛ] ‘stone’
[təi᷆] ‘load (n)’
[tai᷆] ‘grow up’
[tui᷆] ‘hit’

[dʒi i᷆ŋ] ‘back’
[kɨ ɛ-ʃɨ əŋ] ‘stomach’
[dzəi᷆ŋ] ‘war’
[dai᷆ŋ] ‘jump (v)’
[tui᷆ŋ] ‘fence in’
[toi᷆ŋ] ‘send (someone)’
[tɔi᷆ŋ] ‘crow (v)’

 3.3 Vowel Nasalisation

Nasalised vowels occur in Mungong and in fact, all vowels that are adjacent to 
nasal consonants are phonetically nasalised. However, there is a variety of nasalised 
vowel which occurs outside of the environment of a nasal consonant. These 
nasalised vowels are most often observed in monosyllabic roots, but not always. In 
addition, they are most often word final4. It is possible that the nasalised vowel 
represents a loss of a following nasal consonant with the nasal quality being 
acquired by the preceding vowel. This hypothesis is supported by the presence of 
cognates with neighbouring languages in which the nasal consonant is present.

All vowels in the inventory except for [o] and [ɔ] may be nasalised, with [i ə̃], 
[uə̃] and [ɛ ə̃] being most prevalent and [ɪ ə̃], [ɨ ə̃] and [aə̃] being relatively rare.

4 An example of the rare word medial nasalised vowel is the form [kɨ ɛ-ɲdʒɛ ə̃ɨ́ʃi ə] 'urine'. It is likely that 
some occurences in the data have been overlooked, as in normal speech the distinction between 
Və̃ and VN can be difficult to hear, particularly in the word medial position. It is also possible that 
in normal speech, there is a tendancy toward partial neutralization of the Və̃:VN contrast, with 
word medial nasalised vowels realised as [VN]. Further research would be useful to determine 
the true rate of occurence of this feature, particularly in the word medial position.
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Table 4. Nasalised Vowels

Front Central Back

High i ə̃ ɨ ə̃ uə̃

Mid ɪ ə̃ əə̃

Low ɛə̃ aə̃

 3.3.1 Nasalised Vowel Contrasts

Contrasts between nasal and oral vowels are given below.

11) /i ə̃/:/i/ [bi ə̃i᷆] ‘dance (v)’
[bi i᷆] ‘chase (v)’

/ɪ ə̃/:/ɪ/ [ɡbɪ ə̃ɨ́] ‘hundred’
[ɡwɪ ɛləə] ‘stalk (v)’

/ɛ ə̃/:/ɛ/ [sɛ ə̃i᷆] ‘stink’
[sɛ i᷆] ‘boil (water)’

/ɨ ə̃/:/ɨ/ [tʃwɨ ə̃ɛ] ‘latrine’
[fwɨ ə] ‘lime’

/əə̃/:/ə/ [ləə̃i᷆] ‘hurt oneself’
[ləi᷆] ‘weave’

/aə̃/:/a/ [bjaə̃ɛ] ‘gall bladder’
[mjai᷆] ‘blink’

/uə̃/:/u/ [tuə̃i᷆] ‘invite’
[tui᷆] ‘hit’
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 3.4 Vowel Length

Long vowels are observed in a small number of words, most of which have 
monosyllabic roots. These long vowels carry contour tone and may be considered 
allophonic variants of their short counterparts.

 3.5 Vowel-Vowel Sequences

Only ambiguous vowel-vowel sequences occur in Mungong. Vowel-vowel 
sequences, where V1 is a high vocalic element, are treated in section 2.4 above.

 3.6 Vowel Allophonic Variation

 3.6.1 The Low Front Vowel

The low front vowel [ɛ] is subject to raising in the environment of a palatal 
consonant. This process is not applied strictly resulting in a degree of free variation 
between [ɛ] and [e].

12) /jɛjə/ → [jeɛjəə]~[jɛ ɛjəə] ‘learn’
/tɛʃə/ → [teɛʃəə]~[tɛ ɛʃəə] ‘join’
/dʒɛə̃/ → [dʒeə̃i᷆]~[dʒɛə̃i᷆] ‘shine’
/jɛsɛ/ → [jeɛsɛ ə]~[jɛ ɛsɛ ə] ‘greet’

This process is illustrated in the informal rule below.

/ɛ/ → [e]~[ɛ] / {tʃ, dʒ, ʃ, ɲ, j} ___
         / ___ {tʃ, dʒ, ʃ, ɲ, j}

This rule says that the low front vowel /ɛ/ is phonetically realised as a close-mid 
front vowel [e] or a low front vowel [ɛ] in the environment of a palatal consonant.

 3.6.2 The High Back Vowel

The high back vowel /u/ is subject to loss of roundness when preceded by the 
labiodental fricative [f]. Again, this process is not applied strictly and the result is 
free variation between [u] and its unrounded counterpart [ɯ] in this environment. 

13) /fui᷆/ → [fui᷆]~[fɯi᷆ ] ‘satisfy’
/fuɛfɛ ə/ → [fuɛfɛ ə]~[fɯɛ fɛ ə] ‘rest’
/kɨ ɛ-fuɛlɛ ə/→ [kɨ ɛ-fuɛlɛ ə]~[kɨ ɛ-fɯɛ lɛ ə] ‘medicine’
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This process is illustrated in the rule below.

/u/ → [u]~[ɯ] / f ___

This rule states that the high back vowel /u/ may be realised by either the high 
back rounded vowel [u] or by the high back unrounded vowel [ɯ] when following 
the voiceless labiodental fricative [f].

 4 Tone

This section gives a brief explanation and analysis of tone found in Mungong. 
The complexity of the tone system is beyond the scope of the current paper and 
further research will be required to gain a more complete understanding of its true 
nature. The following notation is utilized:

Table 5. Tone Notation

Tone Notation Representation

Level

High H ɨ́

Mid M ɛ

Low L ə

Contour

Falling
High-Mid HM ɛ᷇

Mid-Low ML i᷆

Rising
Mid-High MH ᷄

Low-Mid LM a᷅
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 4.1 Level and Contour Tones

Mungong has three contrastive level tones: High (H), Mid (M) and Low (L). It 
also utilizes contour tone in various falling and rising patterns. The degree to which 
the contour tones are truly contrastive, and therefore phonologically significant, 
needs further analysis. Note that the mid-low (ML) falling tone is by far the most 
common of the contour tones and that rising contour tones in general are relatively 
rare in the data. 

14) H [ɡbi ə̃ɨ́] ‘hundred (100)’
M [bi ɛ] ‘cry’
L [bi ə] ‘accompany’
HM [bi ɛ᷇] ‘ask’
ML [bi i᷆] ‘chase (v)’
MH [ɡbi ə̃]᷄ ‘ascend’
LM [daa᷅] ‘sword’

 4.2 Tone and Vowel Length

Contour tones in Mungong can sometimes motivate the lengthening of vowels. 
This phenomenon is not overly productive, being observed in only a small number 
of words.

 4.3 Functionality of Tone

Tone in Mungong serves to distinguish a number of nouns and verbs (lexical 
tone) and to mark the plural form of gender 9/10 nouns (grammatical tone). Every 
syllable bears tone. This section will provide a brief overview of some functional 
load of tone.
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Tone has both lexical and grammatical functions5 in Mungong. Examples of 
each are given below in phonetic form of tone marking. 

15)  Lexical Tone
a. [bəɨ́] ‘they’

[bəɛ] ‘and’
[bəi᷆] ‘avoid’
[bə]᷄ ‘belch’

b. [kɨ ɛ-ŋɡvuɨ́] ‘flea’
[kɨ ɛ-ŋɡvuə] ‘duck’

16)  Grammatical Tone
a. Level:Level

[dʒi ɨ́] ‘hoes’
[dʒi ə] ‘hoe’
[i ɛjəɛŋ] ‘legs’
[i ɛjəəŋ] ‘leg’

b. Level:Contour
[bi ɨ́] ‘goats’
[bi i᷆] ‘goat’
[ɡbəɨ́] ‘guinea fowls’
[ɡbəi᷆] ‘guinea fowl’

c. Contour:Level
[bjuɛ᷇] ‘raffia palms’
[bjuə] ‘raffia palm’
[nmɨ́dʒɛ ɛ᷇] ‘omens’
[nmɛdʒɛ ə] ‘omen’

d. Contour:Contour
[ɲaɛ᷇ŋ] ‘animals’
[ɲai᷆ŋ] ‘animal’
[ŋmɨ́kfuɛ᷇ŋ] ‘humps (of cow)’
[ŋmɛkfui᷆ŋ] ‘hump (of cow)’

5 Crystal (1985:309) defines lexical tone as “an essential feature of the meaning of that word” 
and grammatical tone as tone which determines “grammatical categories (such as tense)” in a 
language.
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 5 Phonotactics

 5.1 Syllable Types

In Mungong, the syllable types found are V, N, CV and CVN6. An approximant, 
or glide, may be observed following syllable initial consonants resulting in the 
additional syllable types CGV and CGVN. The CV syllable type is by far the most 
prevalent and is observed involving all consonants and vowels. Note that the V 
syllable type is limited to the vowels /i/ and /u/. While most instances of /i/ 
and /u/ as V syllable types are found in prefixes and in morphemes that could be 
considered clitics, /i/ can be found as the initial syllable in a small number of 
roots7.

Examples of the different syllable types found in Mungong are provided below.

17) V /i ɛ-.lai᷆/ ‘bush’
/i ɛ.jəə/ ‘snake’
/uɛ-.tʃi i᷆/ ‘c1.all’

N /ɴmə.bəɛ᷇/ 'divorce (v)'
/ɴmə.dɔəŋ/ 'flute'
/ɴmɛ.tʃi ɨ́/ 'sun'
/ɴmə.kaɛ/ 'jigger'

CV /dɛɛ᷇/ ‘testicle’
/dzəi᷆/ ‘path’
/fi ɛ/ ‘take’
/nai᷆/ ‘cow’
/ləi᷆/ ‘weave’
/wuə/ ‘hear’

CGV /bjəi᷆/ ‘fish’
/fjui᷆/ ‘debt’
/mwaɛ/ ‘baby’

6 Rarely, the coda position may also be filled by the unvoiced velar plosive [k], but only in word 
medial syllables. This is discussed in sections 5.2 and 6.2 below.

7 However, these roots are almost exclusively nouns. Therefore, the initial [i] may in fact represent 
a noun class prefix. Although some of the nouns are treated as belonging to gender 9/10 with the 
[i] belonging to the root, this might indicate a switching of noun genders, with the [i-] prefix 
fossilizing.
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CVN /baəŋ/ ‘hate (v)’
/dʒui᷆ŋ/ ‘antelope’
/ʃɔəŋ/ ‘sheep’
/maɛŋ/ ‘twin’
/lui᷆ŋ/ ‘bite (v)’
/woi᷆ŋ/ ‘family’

CGVN /bjaa᷅ŋ/ ‘palm nut’
/fwɔi᷆ŋ/ ‘fly (v)’
/ŋwai᷆ŋ/ ‘thunder’

 5.2 Syllable Constraints

All consonants in Mungong may occur in syllable initial position. The coda 
position is most often filled by the velar nasal /ŋ/. This is particularly the case in 
word final position where other consonants are almost completely absent. In the 
first syllable of stems with two or more syllables, the other nasals may be seen in 
the coda position as well, especially the alveolar nasal /n/ and the palatal nasal /ɲ/. 
However, these other nasals are overwhelmingly homorganic and are a product of 
nasal assimilation.

In what appear to be historically morphologically complex words, the coda 
position of the penultimate syllable may be filled by a nasal as well as the voiceless 
velar plosive /k/. This phenomenon will be discussed more in section 6.2 below.

 6 Word Structure

 6.1 Nouns

Mungong shows a slight preference for disyllabic noun roots. The phonological 
structure of roots is dominated by CV and CV.CV structures, although other 
combinations are not uncommon. Noun roots with more than two syllables are 
much less common. Note that CV.CVN roots are conspicuously absent. Below are 
examples of some of the different syllable structures observed in noun roots.
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18) CV /bi i᷆/ ‘goat’
/dzəi᷆/ ‘path’
/nai᷆/ ‘ox’

CGV /bjəi᷆/ ‘fish’
/fwɨ ə/ ‘whitewash’
/mwaɛ/ ‘child’

CVN /ɡɔi᷆ŋ/ ‘spear’
/dʒi i᷆ŋ/ ‘back’
/ɲai᷆ŋ/ ‘animal’

V.CV /i ɛ.kɛ ə̃ɨ́/ ‘squirrel’
/i ɛ.jəə/ ‘snake’
/uɛ.waə̃ə/ ‘pain’

N.CV /ɴmɛ.bɛ ə̃ə/ ‘bait’
/ɴmɛ.dʒuɛ/ ‘sun’
/ɴmə.kaɛ/ ‘jigger’

N.CVN /ɴmɛ.boəŋ/ ‘brain’
/ɴmə.saɛ᷇ŋ/ ‘thatch (n)’
/ɴmɛ.ɡuɨ́ŋ/ ‘nose’

CV.CV /taɛ.kaə/ ‘fish bone’
/soɛ.ŋoɛ/ ‘oil palm’
/laɛ.ŋaə/ ‘payment’

CGV.CV /ɡwɛɛ.nəɛ/ ‘in-law’
/dʒwɛɛ.lɛ ə/ ‘abscess’
/ŋwɪ ə̃ɛ.lɪ ə/ ‘civet cat’

CVN.CV /kpoɛɴ.doɨ́/ ‘elbow’
/tsaəŋ.nɨ ɛ/ ‘headpad’
/ɲɨ ɨ́ŋ.koə/ ‘partridge’

N.CV.CV /ɴmɛ.dɨ ɛ.sɨ ɨ́/ ‘eye’
/ɴmɛ.tʃaɛ.məə/ ‘rust’

CV.CV.CV /dʒuɛ.nɛ ɨ́.nəɨ́/ ‘shirt’
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 6.2 Verbs

The majority of Mungong verbs have monosyllabic or disyllabic roots with the 
shapes CV and CV.CV respectively. Other root shapes include CVN and CVC.CV, 
although the majority of the latter type may represent verbal roots with the 
causative or other suffix, whether frozen or not. Furthermore, as mentioned above, 
the consonant in the coda position of the penultimate syllable is restricted to the 
nasals [m], [n], [ɲ] and [ŋ], and the voiceless velar plosive [k]. Roots with the 
shape CGV are relatively uncommon.

19) CV /ɡi i᷆/ ‘sell’
/tʃui᷆/ ‘heal’
/jəɛ᷇/ ‘find’

CV.CV /baɛ.ŋaə/ ‘cover’
/fuɛ.fɛ ə/ ‘rest’
/ji ɛ.səə/ ‘sweep’
/ʃi ɛ.jaə/ ‘insult (v)’
/tʃoɛ.koə/ ‘wash (clothes, etc.)’

CGV /bwui᷆/ ‘hatch’
/fwi i᷆/ ‘blow’
/mjai᷆/ ‘blink’

CVN /dai᷆ŋ/ ‘jump’
/mɔəŋ/ ‘taste’
/lui᷆ŋ/ ‘bite’

CVC.CV /tuɛŋ.kəə/ ‘perch’
/tʃɪ ɛɴ.tʃəə/ ‘drip’
/kaɛk.sɨ ə/ ‘return’
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 7 Morphophonemic Processes

 7.1 Glide Formation

Certain noun class concord markers containing a high vowel will undergo 
glide formation when these prefixes are added to vowel initial roots8. The [u] of the 
concord markers for classes 14 and 26, /bu-/ and /mu-/ respectively, is realised as 
the labialvelar glide [w].

20) /bu-/ + /aŋ/ → [bwaɛŋ] ‘1sPoss(c14)’
/mu-/ + /o/ → [mwoɛ] ‘2sPoss(c26)’

Similarly, the [ɨ] of the concord markers for classes 8 and 19, /bɨ-/ and /fɨ-/ 
respectively, is realised as the palatal glide [j]. 

21) /bɨ-/ + /o/ → [bjoɛ] ‘2sPoss(c8)’
/fɨ-/ + /aŋ/ → [fjaɛŋ] ‘1sPoss(c19)’

This process is illustrated in the rules below.

/Cu-/ → [Cw-] / ___ + V (class 14 or 26 plus possessive pronoun)
/Cɨ-/  → [Cj-]  / ___ + V (class 8 or 19 plus possessive pronoun)

These rules state that the high vowel found in the concord prefixes of classes 14, 
26, 8 and 19 will be realised as a glide when affixed to a possessive pronoun root 
that begins with a vowel.

Class 7 offers a clear contrast to the above process, with the high vowels [u] 
and [ɨ] undergoing deletion rather than glide formation. This process is discussed in 
the following section.

8 Vowel initial roots are somewhat rare in the data. Thus, to date, this particular process has 
only been observed in the possessive pronoun system. However, the expectation is that this process 
would apply to any vowel initial root, regardless of word class. 
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 7.2 Vowel Deletion

Noun class concord markers not undergoing the glide formation process 
presented above will undergo vowel deletion when the prefixes are added to vowel 
initial roots.

22) /wu-/ + /aŋ/ → [waɛŋ] ‘1sPoss(c1)’
/wu-/ + /o/ → [woɛ] ‘2sPoss(c1)’

/bə-/ + /aŋ/ → [baɛŋ] ‘1sPoss(c2)’
/bə-/ + /o/ → [boɛ] ‘2sPoss(c2)’

/kɨ-/ + /aŋ/ → [kaɛŋ] ‘1sPoss(c7)’
/kɨ-/ + /o/ → [koɛ] ‘2sPoss(c7)’

/jɨ-/ + /aŋ/ → [jaɛŋ] ‘1sPoss(c9)’
/jɨ-/ + /o/ → [joɛ] ‘2sPoss(c9)’

/ma-/ + /aŋ/ → [maɛŋ] ‘1sPoss(c25)’
/ma-/ + /o/ → [moɛ] ‘2sPoss(25)’

This process may be illustrated by the following informal rule, which follows 
the “glide formation” rule above in sequence.

/CV-/ → [C-] / ___ + V (class 1, 2, 7, 9 or 25 plus possessive pronoun)
This rule says that the vowel found in the concord prefixes of classes 1, 2, 7, 9 and 
25 will be deleted when affixed to a possessive pronoun root that begins with a 
vowel.

 7.3 Labialvelar Formation

Class 3 nouns are marked as singular through the addition of labialisation to 
the initial consonant of the root.

23) [ʃwɛ ə̃i᷆] ‘frog’
[sɛ ə̃i᷆] ‘frogs’
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In roots beginning with a velar plosive, [k] or [ɡ], the labial feature is realised 
through the formation of a labialvelar consonant rather than a labialised consonant 
[Cw], presumably an intermediate form.9

24) [kpɪ ɛ] ‘moon’
[kɪ ɛ] ‘moons’

[ɡbəə] ‘root’
[ɡəə] ‘roots’

Note that when the root presents a labialvelar as its initial consonant, the initial 
consonant is labialised as usual for class 3 nouns.

25) [ɡbwɛ ə̃ɛ] ‘mosquito’
[ɡbɨ ə̃ɛ] ‘mosquitoes’

The labialvelar formation process may be illustrated by the following rules.

/kw/ → [kp] / ___   (class 3)
/ɡw/ → [ɡb] / ___   (class 3)

These rules say that a labialised velar plosive is realised as a labialvelar plosive in 
class three nouns.

 8 Further Research

The above analysis must be viewed as incomplete. Below are some items that 
need further attention.

1. Nasalised vowels should be looked at more closely with the purpose of 
discovering the rate of occurrence, particularly in the root medial 
position.

2. Further research will need to be performed on the tone system in 
general.

9 See Cahill 1999:166.
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 9 Conclusion

The Mungong language serves as an interesting representation of the Eastern 
Beboid language group. The consonant and vowel inventories are somewhat 
characteristic of northwestern members of the group (i.e., Chung, Kemezung and 
Naami), numbering 21 and 9 respectively. On the surface, there are relatively few 
phonological processes observed which apply broadly to the language. The noun 
class concord system does however reveal some interesting morphophonemic 
processes. The labialvelar consonants display unique interactions with the 
labialisation infix of class 3. And while the tone system remains to be studied in 
depth, it nevertheless presents a relatively large inventory of three level tones and 
no fewer than four combinations of these level tones.
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